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During this year’s Amsterdam’s Drone Week, the Metropole of Toulouse has launched the creation of
its “B612 Urban Air Mobility Marketplace”. By this initiative, the metropole aims to connect the
urban air mobility actors and stakeholders to develop a wide collaborative approach to the role of
urban air mobility in sustainable urban mobility planning and delivery.
The B612 marketplace welcomes all stakeholders connected to urban air mobility, including:
Suppliers developing innovative solutions to urban air mobility such as universities,
companies or other organisations also touching issues like energy, infrastructure, and
incorporation to urban mobility

Demand parties searching for solutions to their mobility needs such as towns, cities,
governments as well as hospitals and companies
Funding institutes that want to invest into or launch a project including VCs, banks,
governments
Supporting entities such as consultancies, regulating authorities or interested clusters
To join the marketplace, interested parties only need to sign up for the platform using this link.
The next steps are for interested parties to share their ideas for the complete design and
functionalities of the marketplace alongside a regular update on progress. Once the marketplace
model is finalised, all parties are informed and can then start co-working with each other on
developing urban air mobility projects.
All interested parties are cordially invited to contact the Urban Air Mobility Team of the Metropole
Toulouse for any questions. Please write to:
Rohit KUMAR
rohit.kumar@toulouse-metropole.fr
Head of Urban Air Mobility (UAM)
DG Gouvernance International Economie et Emploi
Toulouse Métropole
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